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Abstract

There is a growing body of literature about the barriers to, and enablers of, the use of research evidence in policy and practice. Research funders are in a unique position to influence activities aimed at promoting research use. During the past decade, NSW (New South Wales) Health has systematically built and invested in an integrated population and health services research portfolio made up of different types of investment and policy focuses. Each of these investments has an explicit focus on translation.

Ensuring a long-term, sustained, strategic approach to priority-driven research generation, true coproduction of evidence and effective knowledge translation will continue to deliver results for NSW. The NSW Population Health Research Strategy 2017–2021, currently in development, will have a strong emphasis on fostering environments and actions that promote the use of research in policy and practice.

Introduction

There is a growing body of literature about the barriers to, and enablers of, the use of research evidence in policy and practice.1,2 Research funders are in a unique position to influence activities aimed at promoting research use. Health research funding agencies worldwide are increasingly recognising their role in knowledge translation and have developed strategies to support this role, ranging from agency-wide services and funding mechanisms to specific communication requirements for funded researchers.3,4 These ‘facilitative’ roles go beyond the traditional tasks of research funders and focus on actions that support implementation of research findings to improve health.5

In Australia, for example, the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) cites translation of research into population health and clinical policy and practice as one of three strategic priorities, and has instituted specific measures to support translation. These include partnership schemes that fund collaborative policy- and practice-relevant research, and Translating Research into Practice (TRIP) Fellowships, which support health professionals to translate evidence into healthcare and public health
improvements. The NHMRC has also formally recognised several Advanced Health Research and Translation Centres – consortiums of universities, research institutes and hospitals collaborating to foster translation of medical research into improved patient care. Defining characteristics of these organisational collaborations include research excellence, programs and activities to accelerate research findings into healthcare, and health professional leaders who ensure that research knowledge is translated into policies and practices.6

Australian state and territory governments also play an important role in funding and supporting health and medical research aimed at improving health. This may take the form of capital funding for independent research institutes that focus on translating research into practical health improvements (e.g. the South Australian Health and Medical Research Institute), or more targeted funding for research projects with potential to be translated into policy or practice (e.g. the Research Translation Projects program of the Western Australian Department of Health). In the field of population health, VicHealth – the Victorian Health Promotion Foundation – supports a mix of research and evaluation projects (investigator led and strategic), fellowships and scholarships, and centres of excellence in research and practice. However, integrated jurisdictional approaches to funding population health research remain rare.

### Investment in integrated research

Over the past decade, NSW (New South Wales) Health has systematically built and invested in an integrated population and health services research portfolio that includes different types of investment and policy focuses (Figure 1). These include:7

- **Priority research centres** funded through competitive tender to undertake a defined program of research in an area of priority for NSW Health. These centres include the BBV and STI Research, Intervention and Strategic Evaluation Program, which undertakes policy-relevant research to directly support NSW Health to reduce bloodborne viruses and sexually transmissible infections. NSW Health also provides financial and in-kind support to The Australian Prevention Partnership Centre, which is taking a systems approach to prevention of lifestyle-related chronic disease. Importantly, the Prevention Centre recognises policy makers as investigators, and is committed to partnerships between researchers and policy makers in knowledge production and translation8

- **Research infrastructure funding schemes** such as the Population Health and Health Services Research Support (PHHSRS) Program, which gives

---

#### Figure 1. NSW Health population health and health services research portfolio

| Research assets | • Centre for Health Record Linkage  
|                 | • HealthStats NSW  
|                 | • Secure Analytics for Population Health Research and Intelligence |
| Priority research centres | • Physical Activity, Nutrition and Obesity Research Group  
|                       | • BBV and STI Research, Intervention and Strategic Evaluation Program |
| Competitive funding schemes | • Translational Research Grants Schemea  
|                           | • Early–Mid Career Fellowshipsa  
|                           | • Prevention Research Support Programb |
| Collaborative research | • NHMRC Partnership Centre: The Australian Prevention Partnership Centre  
|                        | • NHMRC Partnership Projects (e.g. The HIV prevention revolution: measuring outcomes and maximising effectiveness) |
| Other research and evaluation | • Funding provided directly by policy areas for research projects  
|                                 | • Commissioned evaluations of policies and programs |

BBV = bloodborne virus; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus; NHMRC = National Health and Medical Research Council; NSW = New South Wales; STI = sexually transmissible infection

a  Funded by the NSW Health Office for Health and Medical Research; includes population health and health services research, among other research types.
b  Formerly known as the Population Health and Health Services Research Support Program.
infrastructure funding to high-achieving research organisations that have existing research programs in population health priority areas in NSW, and active relationships with NSW Health policy or practice partners

- **Research translation** support, including core funding for the Sax Institute to facilitate policy makers’ access to high-quality, relevant research evidence (e.g. through commissioned rapid reviews of evidence), maintain and develop research assets, and enable collaborative research projects

- **Research assets** to enable researchers, planners and policy makers to conduct research to inform health policy decisions. These include the Centre for Health Record Linkage (CHeReL), which releases an estimated 500 million individual-level, linked and de-identified records for analysis each year.

Each of these investments has an explicit focus on translation. This ranges from a requirement that funding recipients engage policy stakeholders on research advisory committees or prepare evidence syntheses, through to an expectation of true coproduction of research, including joint identification of research questions, interpretation of results and dissemination of findings.

To date, there has been relatively little investigation of how different models used to fund research influence its impact on policy and practice. However, there are some indications that the approach of the NSW Health portfolio is strengthening generation and use of policy-relevant research. For example, a recent independent review of the PHHSRS Program highlighted case studies of local health service and policy translations facilitated through PHHSRS funding. A sample of these is available on the PHHSRS website (www.health.nsw.gov.au/research/Pages/phhsrs.aspx). PHHSRS recipients report that this funding enabled strong relationships with policy partners and an ‘embedded’ approach to research, where researchers spent time within local service settings building relationships, and developing a deep understanding of system and service issues. In addition, a study of evidence reviews commissioned through the Sax Institute reported high levels of intended use of commissioned reviews, primarily to determine the details of a policy or program (77%) but also to inform high-level planning or priority-setting processes (16%).

This strategic investment in policy-driven research in NSW reflects the Ministry’s broader commitment to generating policy-relevant research, building collaborative programs and embedding quality research in the health system. This was enhanced in 2016 with the establishment of the Health Services Research Support Program (HSRSP) to support research undertaken in the health system and its translation. The HSRSP incorporates the Translational Research Grants Scheme (TRGS), funding to improve the timeliness of ethics approvals and site-specific assessments, delivery of clinical trials for the medical use of cannabis, and work to commission a new population and secondary biobanking facility.

In 2016, the TRGS was launched to support practitioner-led research that can be directly translated into local practice and to reduce the time from evidence generation to adoption. The TRGS gives grants to NSW Local Health District and specialty health network staff for research and evaluation projects that translate into better patient outcomes, health service delivery, and population health and wellbeing.

It has been demonstrated that alignment with policy priorities, effective research partnerships and local champions are important factors for influencing the impact of government-funded research. Consistent with this evidence, proposals for funding under the TRGS required health service applicants to describe why their proposed research was a priority with reference to relevant state or local strategic plans, and identify and engage essential partners required for the successful conduct of the project and implementation of the findings. Importantly, applicants were also required to obtain certification from their chief executive confirming that practice change would be implemented locally, based on the results of the research. The requirement that chief executives commit to local practice change is, to our knowledge, unique to the TRGS.

Under Round 1 of the TRGS in 2016, 338 expressions of interest were received, with submissions from all Local Health Districts in NSW. The proposals related to several state-level health priority areas – including mental health (14.8%), cardiovascular disease (11.8%), diabetes (6.8%), and drugs and alcohol (6.5%) – or to specific issues that were demonstrated local priorities (40.8%). Following peer review, 36 were invited to submit a full proposal and provided with tailored feedback, and 24 projects were funded. All unsuccessful expression-of-interest applicants were offered written tailored feedback and generic comments outlining the key factors of success. A review of Round 1 of the TRGS is being conducted to assess the processes for funding application appraisal and selection, and the impacts of TRGS-funded research in the short and medium terms.

**Conclusion**

By ensuring a long-term, sustained, strategic and integrated approach to priority-driven research generation, true coproduction of evidence and effective knowledge translation will continue to deliver results for NSW. The NSW Population Health Research Strategy 2017–2021, currently in development, will have a strong emphasis on fostering environments and actions to promote the use of research in policy and practice into the future.
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